


Modern Comfort, in Harmony with Nature... 

Price: USD 60,000  

Delivery lead time: 4 months 

Contact for detailed offer: julien@azura-marine.com 

  

Length [m] 8 
Width [m] 4.8 

Deck area [m2] 35 
Displacement [tonnes] 1.2 
Draft [m] 0.4 
Material Fiberglass 
Passengers & Crew 12 
Load capacity [tonnes] 2 
Speed - cruising / max [knots] 5 / 7 
Range over 24 h [nm] 90 
Solar roof area [m2] 27 
Solar power [kW] 5 
Battery type Trojan deep cycle T1275 
Battery capacity [kWh] 16 
Electric motor power [kW] 2 x 5 

Shore feeding power [kW] 5 
Power outlets USB, 12V, 24V, 230V AC 

 



Glide silently on the water, be One with Nature... 

Eco-friendly 

No emissions contributing to climate change. No noise pollution or bad smell disturbing wild fauna and passengers. No oil leaks  

responsible for aquatic habitat degradation. The Aquanima allows you to sail in harmony with Nature, to be marveled at Her wonders 

without leaving any mark in your wake.  

Comfort 

The vast deck area and its simple, zen-inspired, layout invite you to lounge and indulge in the beauty of the natural landscapes and 

the tranquility of a completely silent craft. The deck arrangement is modular and customizable to meet your needs.   

Safety 

No fuel onboard means no fire and explosion hazards. The propulsion system operates in low voltage rendering it safer than a regular 

home electrical installation. 

Maintenance & Reliability 

The solar electric technology and the design concept of the Aquanima make them virtually maintenance and operation cost-free. 

Electrical propulsion involves far less parts in motion than conventional combustion engines, rendering this technology incomparably 

more reliable and less prone to unpredictable breakdowns. The electric motors are designed for 10,000 running hours without  

maintenance and the energy system is designed for 25 years operation.  

Cost-efficiency & Convenience 

Fuel costs and logistics, maintenance expenditures and down time, let all these burdens belong to the past. Sun power is free. Sail the 

Aquanima every day - for free, your tanks will always be full!  

Offer a Unique Ecological Experience 

Eco-conscious clientele will see your Aquanima as a premium and reward resorts who are truly committed to their ecological values.  


